bw-engineers

A Cluster of engineering excellence

Comprehensive Design and Engineering services in infrastructure and construction
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In 2007 the consortium "bw engineers GmbH" was founded out of the Baden-Württemberg Chamber of Engineers. It unites planning offices of various sizes and areas of specialization in Baden-Württemberg to ensure they are more prominent as one name on foreign markets. With more than 2,300 planners and engineers, the consortium, supported by the Baden-Württemberg Chamber of Engineers and the state government, is one of the biggest engineer networks in Germany and is mainly active in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates.

The Baden-Württemberg Chamber of Engineers currently oversees 17 different specialist fields:

- Civil engineering
- Transport engineering
- Static calculation/structural planning
- Sanitary environmental engineering
- Building services engineering
- Building physics
- Geotechnics/earth works and foundation engineering
- Plant construction
- Construction management/building trade
- Bioengineering
- Chemical engineering
- Electrical engineering
- Energy management
town planning/landscape conservation
- Environmental technology
- Surveying
- Landscape ecology and planning
bw-engineers represent a cluster of engineering firms, which integrate and coordinate the foreign market activities of leading consulting-, engineering-, and planning-companies under joint management, initiated by the Baden-Wuerttemberg Chamber of Engineers.
Cluster of Engineering – Synergy Concept

Strong and reliable network partners | Ideal market penetration | Stable connections | Resource bundling
FACTS & FIGURES

58
Years of experience

1.37
Sales in Billion AED

117
Operating result in Million AED

2,000
Employees

65
National and representative offices

Subsidaries and affiliates worldwide
FACTS & FIGURES - STAFFING

- 58 Directors
- 795 Projects Managers
- 600 Engineers
- 82 Architects
- 66 Consultancy and Special Services
- 240 Admin
THE CLUSTER NETWORK
OUR SERVICES

Architecture
Environment
MEP / BIM
Transportation

Structural Engineering
Facility Management
Project Management

Water